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Abstract

Drought and Heat work together as a coupled form of stresses 
from abiotic components that decline crop production and create 
global food insecurity under changing climatic regime. Plants have 
evolved dynamic morphological, anatomical and syntheticresponses 
thatenable them to resist heat and drought stress. Even minor 
heat and drought stress can have a detrimental impact on crop 
productivity. Currently, the rise in the temperature and drought has 
been proven by research to affect agricultural yields by as much as 
40%. Abiotic stresses cause plants to activate a genetic programme 
that favours survival through the development of robust adaptation 
mechanisms. Cytokinins and Gibberellins are plant hormones that 
control a variety of biological processes, including growth and 
development. Cytokinins and gibberellins have been discovered for 
their key function in plant responses to heat stress. Under heat stress, 
leaf cooling is performed by increased transpiration. Cytokinins 
play a vital part in this reaction by promoting stomatal opening, 
which aids in transpiration.There are various proteins that response 
to heat for example- sHSPs and GLY-rich proteins,are activated by 
cytokinins under thermal stress. The use of cytokinins enhances 
thermo-tolerance by lowering the rates of abortion in flowers. The 
hindrance of heat stress is induced in seed germination and its 
growth is alleviated by exogenous application of gibberellins. 
According to a recent study, cytokinins have apart in osmotic stress 
adaptations with increased plant growth and production, while 
gibberellin plays a key function as growth hormone and confers 
heat and drought stress tolerance in crops. The external application 
and propagation of diverse plant hormones at optimal can help to 
reduce thermal stress and protect agriculture in adverse change in 
climate. Because the development of stress tolerance necessitates 
the activation of hormone-responsive genes in a specific tissue, and 
hence targeted modification of the plant hormone pool has a better 
efficacy for modulating plant responses to heat stress.

Phytohormones play a crucial role in imparting heat and drought 
resistance, establishing a part for a hormone in preserving crop 
production from heat and drought stress may playimportant role in 
breeding programs as well as field application of phytohormones.
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According to a recent UN estimate, the world’s inhabitation 

is predicted to grow by 2 billion people over in the next 30 

years, from 7.7 billion now to 9.7 billion in 2050(World 

population prospects 2019). Climate sensitivity of global 

crop production can face an enormous threat to global food 

production and food security, particularly if precipitation 

and adverse temperature regimes, as well as an improve 

in the number of extreme events such as, droughts, heat 

waves, storms and floods would occur ( Rosenzweig et al., 

2001). Agricultural sector faces a colossal environmental 

pressure across the world. Elicit from certain figures the 

environmental factors specifically water scarcity and raise 

in temperature are responsible for the declination of crops.

Global climate change will increase global average 

temperature by 2 to 4°C, according to an IPCC report 

(IPCC Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change 

2007:Impacts, adaptation and vulnerability) Due to 

elevated anthropogenic activities, the alteration in weather 

will again elevate and willclearlyhave an effect on the 

agriculture region as that is frequently being greater 

vulnerable to weather changes (Abbas, 2013).

In the cell cycle,cytokinins associated Gibberellins are 

vital sorts of phytohormones that have been discovered 

for a crucial role and have an effect on the expansion 

and development of plants. A growing body of evidence 

suggests that cytokinins can exacerbate the damage to 

plants caused by a variety of abiotic stress (Mi et al., 2017; 

Keshishian et al., 2018; Prerostova et al., 2018).

By encouraging osmotic adjustment and inhibiting 

cell division and proliferation, endosperm growth, 

photosynthetic reserve, and apical shoot meristem 

development, cytokinins (CKs) support water deficiency 

conditions (Kumar et al., 2021).The key positive and 

negative signalling components were discovered as a result 

of molecular genetic studies of cytokinin (CK) detection 

and signalling.CK binds to His-kinase receptors causing 

them to auto- phosphorylation. Over the last 20 years, 

substantial research has been conducted on the role of 

CK in plant response to environmental stresses such as 

drought.Arabidopsis plants with mutations in the central 

CK biosynthesis gene, isopentenyl transferase (IPT), 

exhibit better survival rate in case of water stress. Likewise, 

mutations in CK signaling components – His- kinase 

receptors, His phosphotransferase proteins and Type B 

RR – exhibit increased tolerance to drought.

On the other hand, in some cases, GA signallingis also 

associatedwith stress tolerance. The relationship between 

GA status and drought tolerance was investigated by 

comparing mutant lines of Arabidopsis thaliana with 

varied degrees of GA shortage or over-accumulation. The 

functional mechanisms of cytokinins and gibberellins, as 

well as their importance in heat and drought resistance 

in plants, are discussed in this article.

2. Mechanical response of Cytokinin to 
Stresses

Heat Stress

The main plant hormone that regulates several growth 

and development aspects is cytokinin. The involvement 

of cytokinin in many developmental processes has 

been carefully characterised, as is widely known but its 

effect on stress tolerance in plants remain inconsistent.

This might be because of the complicated relationship 

between cytokinin and str ess signalling specifically the 

response to abiotic stress tolerance(Zwack and Rashotte, 

2015). Cytokinins and GA are antagonistic in several 

developmental stages.Despite the fact that most research 

clearly implies AG-regulatory cytokinin activity, evidence 

for cytokinin AG- regulatory action cannot be overlooked. 

Cytokinins suppress GA-dependent hypocotyl extension 

and serration in tomatoes (Fleishon et al., 2011).

Cooling leaf is crucial for plants to minimize heat injuries 

by performing photosynthesis. The amplification of 

transpiration level under the heat stresscan cool down 

the leaves. In this intervention,by promoting evaporation, 

cytokinins haveacrucial role infuelling upthe opening of 

pores.Cytokinins can induce a variety of heating reactive 

proteins, including small heat shock proteins (sHSPs) and 

heat stress proteins.

The overexpression of the cytokinin biosynthetic gene 

(IPT) increases the endogenous cytokinin level that 

enhances the tolerance of the heat stress in the grasses 

(Xing et al., 2009).

Heat stress has the greatest negative impacts during 

reproductive stage, particularly during the anthesis period, 

as previously noted (Pandey et al., 2019). The flower will 
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abort if the plant is stressed during anthesis, resulting in 

a considerable yield loss.

For example, revelation of the primary flower of the 

edible fruit Passiflora (granadilla) to high surrounding 

temperatures induces termination of the whole flower 

(Sobol et al., 2014). Twophytohormones such as GA and 

cytokinins play distinct parts in this disease.Treatment 

with GA 3 induced termination of flowers, but treatment 

of cytokinins improved heat tolerance by lowering the 

rate of abortions in flowers.Furthermore, heat-tolerant 

edible fruit genotypes have been demonstrated to have 

large quantities of cytokinin in their leaves.

Transgenic plants with low cytokinin content were 

vulnerable to heat stress in Arabidopsis, whereas transgenic 

plants with high cytokinin content displayed improved 

thermal resistance tolerance during flowering.The 

important fact is, heat resistant edible fruit genotypes 

have been shown to contain high levels of cytokinin in 

their leaves.Furthermore, the introduction of exogenous 

cytokinins in wild-type Arabidopsis plants has shown 

that cytokinins have a defence function against high air 

temperature during flower formation. In order to improve 

heat tolerance, cytokinin may lower endogenous GA levels 

otherwise; it will only alter the GA signalling pathway’s 

downstream branches, with no effect on active GA levels 

(Fleishon et al., 2011; Sobol et al., 2014). Despite this, the 

defensive impact of cytokinin is rather inconsistent when 

contrasted to its role in other conditions such as drought. 

Arabidopsis contains low cytokinin mutants that are more 

resistant to water stress, implying that low cytokinin levels 

can boost ABA susceptibility, hence improving drought 

tolerance in plants (Nishiyama et al., 2011).

Studies have disclosed that the quickreceiving of thermal 

stimuli and its followingsignal transduction are important 

for the rapid enabling of plant defences. These processes, 

however, are mediated by a complicated signalling 

network in which phytohormones play a key role. For 

example, heat stress fuel up the HSF current, with HSFA2 

serving as the primary regulator of HSR (Liu and Charng, 

2013). The various genes expression in HSP synthesis 

and other molecular processes are rapidly regulated 

by HSF activation. There are many genes involved in 

HSP production act as molecular chaperones, inhibiting 

protein break-down ( Mittler et al., 2012).In the case of 

Arabidopsis, thermal stress has a significant impact on the 

plant’s biological response, whether it is applied to the 

entire plant or to certain parts such as shoots and roots 

(Dobra et al., 2015). Endogenous phytohormones such as 

cytokinin are thought to have a role in these reactions. 

When the stressed organelle was exposed to thermal stress, 

the transcription levels of the HSFA2 and thermal stress 

related protein 32kD(HSA32) genes were quickly induced.

On the other hand, at least 2 h after non-stressed organs 

are exposed to heat, the concentrations of ABA and active 

cytokinin are gradually reduced, while leaves release 

more active cytokinin,moreover, heat stress inflicted on 

a neighbourhood of the plant prompts the expression 

of components of the cytokinin signaling pathways. 

Therefore, these changes are related to the stimulation of 

transpiration.Plants also react to heat stress by increasing 

cytokinin level that are active and up-regulating genes 

that are required in photosynthesis and glycolysis until the 

strain becomes severe (Dobra et al., 2015 ).

Drought stress

Drought may have a number of negativeimpacts on plant 

physiological activitiessuch as reduced photosynthesis, 

decreased crop production, hastened senescence and 

others (Liu et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2010).

The prospect of enhancing drought tolerance in plants 

by modulating cytokinin levels is directly proportional to 

the length of the stress, soil water potential, and pace of 

transpiration (Veselov et al., 2017). The up-regulationas well 

as down regulation of endogenous cytokinin in response 

to drought has improved the drought tolerance (Zhang et 

al., 2018; Werner et al., 2010).The research stated that in 

the period of drought stress, the build-up of endogenous 

cytokinin is decreased (Calvo-Polanco et al., 2019)and this 

limitation can improve the drought tolerance through 

various anatomical reactions such as closing of stomata 

(Naidoo et al., 2018)early leaf maturation, and leaf excision 

(Rivero et al., 2009 ; Xu et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2014). 

Since cytokinin is an adverse modulator of root growth in 

plants and bifurcation of branchesby boosting the break-

down of cytokinin in the root, it can generate plant with 

a larger root system, promote the basis to shoot ratio, and 

show persistent drought tolerance (Pospisilova et al., 2016; 

Ramireddy et al., 2018).

Over-expression of CKX helps in down-regulation of 

cytokinin (Werner et al., 2010)due to this, plant growth 

tends to slower in rate and drought tolerance of Arabidopsis 
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(Werner et al., 2010; Nishiyama et al., 2011), chickpea 

(Khandal et al., 2020), tobacco ( Mackova et al., 2013) and 

barley (Pospisilova et al., 2016; Ramireddy et al., 2018) 

and content of protective compounds such proline and 

betaine are increased .Several mutant genotypes (ipt 1,3, 

5 and 7) in Arabidopsis also display a reduced endogenous 

cytokinin content and increased drought tolerance 

(Nishiyama et al., 2011).

3. Mechanical Response of Gibberellins to 
Stress

Heat Stress

Gibberellins (GAs) are a category of natural diterpenoids 

that has been discovered for its importance in seed 

germination and its growth, blooming induction, and 

fruit formation in plants. (Sun and Gubler, 2004).The 

degradation of DELLA protein induces the GA-mediated 

growth promotion. As stated before, GA is also required 

in retaliation of plants to thermal stress. Heat exposure for 

3 hours at 50°C has a significant effect on Arabidopsis seed 

germination and growth. Exogenous treatment of GA 3 

(50 μM) inhibits heat stress induced suppression of seed 

germination and its growth (Alonso-Ramirez et al., 2009).

GA inhibits seed germination and seedling development 

in heat-stressed seedlings through changing SA production 

and signalling. GA 3 - or the over-expression of GASA-

mediated Fs causes enhanced heat tolerance and SA 

accumulation in Arabidopsis under heat stress.

The fact is properly devised that quick lengthening of the 

stem is a flexible retaliation of plants to high surrounding 

climate. Repressed GA production in Arabidopsis deals with 

hypocotyl elongation influenced by high temperatures, 

demonstrating that quick GA amendment is crucial for 

hypocotyl elongation driven by high temperatures in 

addition to auxin. The BR pathway is also required at a 

later stage of growth. Furthermore, the PIF4 action at post- 

translational levels under high temperature is promoted 

by GA pathway (Stavang et al., 2009).

The blooming season is important for structuring the life 

cycle of plants as well as for species involved in pollination. 

In higher plants, hot temperatures speed up the flowering 

transition, while this acceleration in flowering depends 

on the flowering plant .PIF4 activates FT under heat, 

facilitating transition in flowers. The breakdown of 

DELLA protein, which causes PIF4 activity, is energised 

by phytohormonal AG whereas PIF4 can turn on FT via 

a plausible process in which GA levels influence blooming 

(Kumar et al., 2012).

Drought Stress

In plants, symptoms of GA deficiency and drought stress 

can appear phenotypically similar. During prolonged 

drought, the height in plants reduced including flowering 

and reduction in gibberellins content produces dwarfed 

plants with reduced plants organ including fruit set 

(Olimpieri et al., 2011; Vettakkorumakankav et al., 1999).

The dry weight of the plants could be decreased by 

30% in some cultivars of Barley due to drought stress 

andthe cells tend to expand and developed slowly 

(Vettakkorumakankav et al., 1999). Gibberellins can induce 

elongation and development in stem to offset the drought 

symptoms to an extent but application of gibberellins does 

not remedy the negative effects of long term drought.This 

clearly shows that the down-regulation in the expression 

of genes involvedin gibberellins biosynthesis and there is 

reduced production of GA 20-oxidase enzymes (Zeevaart 

et al., 1993).The results suggest that during drought stress, 

there is down regulation of gibberellin biosynthesis by 

plants in order to prevent aggressive growth.

As water availability decreases due to the drought stress, 

gibberellins can be reduced and that leads to decline in 

stem elongation (Liu and Charng, 2013). Reduction of 

GA production is advantageous for plantings because 

dwarfed plants can easily tolerate and survive in stressed 

conditionsand dwarfism in plants is reported as more 

suitable for environments where drought and heat stress 

occur more frequently (Vettakkorumakankav et al.,1999). 

Also, compact size plants can be denser and have better 

efficiency of resources during drought stress.

4. Hormone responsive protein mediated 
stress responses

Phytohormonesandsome proteinsplayanefficient role, 

as these can be used for communication in plant stress 

hormone. The domain containing proteins C1-(cysteine 

rich protein family) are said to play a rolein plant hormone-

mediated stress responses (Bhaskar et al., 2015).

The C1-clan protein family is involved in hormone-

mediated stress repair, according to a study published in 

the several journals. There are 72 other kinds of proteins 
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in Arabidopsis that included all three distinct signature 

domains.

Conclusion and future prospects

As a result of global change in climatic conditions the 

crop yields are expected to be adversely effected by 

heat and drought conditions in coming days. Therefore, 

to understand the mechanical functions required in 

plant resistance to drought and heat stress is significant. 

The development of new varieties with improved heat 

tolerance will cut down negative effects of heat stress. 

Modification of plant hormones via breeding or exogenous 

treatment of various plant hormones at an appropriate 

dose may aid in the management of heat and drought 

stress and hence assisting crop production in the climatic 

changes. It is important to understand that genes which 

are hormone responsive are activated in a certain tissue 

is important for inducing the stress tolerance and that’s 

why plant hormones are exposed to alteration to improve 

their efficacy in controlling plant response to heat and 

drought stress.
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